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While representing an important element in the development of a sustainable transport system, car sharing,
at least in its traditional form, is not useful for standard commuter trips during which vehicles remain largely
idle throughout the day. In fact, such idling has been considered a crucial limitation in extending the potential
of car sharing to date. We report the results of a national two-year field study on a commuter-adjusted version
of car sharing. Here, a rail company offers (electric) cars to commuters in order to allow them access from
their home to the nearest train station. At the same time, the rail company organizes the day use of the car by
businesses such as postal services ormobile health care.Wefind the following evaluating costs,market potential,
and environmental merits. The two previously separate users now share one car, with thus more efficient use of
the capital stock “car”which allows covering of the additional overhead costs. The potentialmarket is likely to be
of sufficient interest for a national rail company operating in a country with a settlement structure such as that
which exists in Austria. The environmental effect depends on the share of electric vehicles and the generation
mix of electricity.
1. Introduction

In most countries transport is among those activities exhibiting the
strongest rise in emissions, both in terms of greenhouse gasses, and in
terms of local pollutants (OECD/ITF, 2013). This alone is sufficient to
call for mitigation of transport emissions. However, a further reason
leading to greater demand for such mitigation policies, is the relatively
strong link that can be made between social fairness and transport
policies, at least when compared to other areas of mitigation policy
making (Büchs and Schnepf, 2013, for UK). As by far the largest fraction
of transport emissions originates in road transport, technological aswell
as behavioral changes (or – even more effectively – some combination
thereof; e.g. OECD, 2001) are clearly called for. New ways of organizing
mobility and road transport, such as car sharing, have proven capable of
providing relief, not only for the environment, but also for household
budgets (e.g. Prettenthaler and Steininger, 1999). However, dealing
with problems arising from commuter road transport has often been
considered particularly difficult. A major concern when discussing eco-
nomic policy instruments is the desire to avoid the imposition of any
additional burden upon commuters, while the alternative approach,
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organizational innovations, often simply do not fit for commuters. In
the present paperwe thus analyzewhether a particularly effective orga-
nizational innovation, car sharing, can be successfully expanded to
cover the domain of commuting. Car sharing, at least in its traditional
form, rests on the idea that car use is shared throughout the day. This
is anathema to the practice of leaving the car standing the whole day
at one's place of work, and is thus not compatible (i.e. too expensive)
with standard use by commuters. However, as commuting accounts
for a significant direct share of passenger road transport, it also (indi-
rectly) fosters the ownership of cars that are then used beyond com-
muting and thus further shifts the overall modal split towards the use
of private vehicles.

The results described here are linked to two strands of literature.
First, the potential of car sharing is routinely found to be quantitatively
limited as it is assumed that it cannot be used to tackle commuting. Ear-
lier studies that focus on the traditional concept (and limitations) of
car sharing include Doherty et al. (1987) and Steininger et al. (1996).
A more recent example in the same vein can be found in Rabbitt and
Ghosh (2013). New concepts such as Car2Go, with no specifically
assigned parking spaces, only work in densely populated cities. They
are not applicable to peripheral residential locations, where a signifi-
cant fraction of long-distance commuters originates (see e.g. Firnkorn
and Müller (2012)). This is also true for concepts where sharing is a
question of private coordination, such as peer-to-peer car sharing
(see Hampshire and Gaites, 2011). In peripheral locations population
density tends to be so low that the concept becomes unviable. The sec-
ond strand in the literature addresses the question of how existing
commuter needs may be met while simultaneously promoting more
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Table 1
Per annum commuter cost comparison with and without eMORAIL (700 cars).

Current annual costs for commuters

Car-kilometers driven that are replaced by eMORAIL, p.a. 7,246,750 km
Costs per kilometer based on Statistics Austria (2011) 0.36 Euros
Total costs 2.61 mln Euros

Annual costs under system eMORAIL

Costs for rail transport 0.31 mln Euros
Overheads 0.73 mln Euros
Operating costs of electric charging stations 0.27 mln Euros
Investment costs charging stations (at railway station)
and wallboxes (at home), depreciation p.a.

0.37 mln Euros

Operating costs electric vehicles 0.81 mln Euros
Additional costs in car acquisition 0.09 mln Euros
Operating costs of booking and charging system 0.02 mln Euros
Total costs 2.59 mln Euros
Cost reduction for commuters due to eMORAIL relative
to current mobility costs, p.a.

0.02 mln Euros
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environmentally benign forms of mobility. Recent research here covers
issues such as the respective time demands of commuting mode
(Batabyal and Nijkamp, 2013), perceived attributes and satisfaction
(Eriksson et al., 2013), and factors fostering non-car commutes for spe-
cific groups (Zhou, 2012).

Here we report on a commuter-adjusted concept of car sharing and
on the results of a two year field experiment on its implementation
across Austria. On the basis of this real world example, we then draw con-
clusions with respect to the market potential, the economic and
environmental viability of such an approach to commuting. On the one
hand, this places us within the second line of research described above,
in that we are able to add a new bundle of commuting characteristics
which make the system economically and environmentally viable. On
the other hand, we are also able to add to the first line of literature by pro-
posing aworkable organizational concept that expands car sharing in such
away that it becomes suitable for peripheral commuter locations. The con-
cept thus overcomes one of the major constraints reported to date.

Section 2 explains the basic concept employed as well as the field
study setting. Based on the field study, the market potential and envi-
ronmental merits are then quantified in Section 3. The final section,
Section 4, summarizes the main results and concludes the analysis.

2. The New Sharing Concept for Commuters and Related Field Study

The new concept, originally proposed by the Austrian rail company,
works as follows: the rail company offers cars to commuters which give
themaccess from their home (on the periphery) to the nearest train sta-
tion, where they then switch to public transport (rail) in order to reach
their place of work. The rail company also organizes the day use of the
car by business users such as postal services or mobile health care. To
foster an improved environmental balance, all cars offered in the system
are electric vehicles. The model would work equally well with some
other mobility service provider acting as the intermediary between
rail service, commuter and daytime user.

Between 2012 and early 2014 this system was tested in actual im-
plementation in Austria. It was termed electric mobility and rail, or
‘eMORAIL’ for short. The test period involved six commuters, respective
daytime users and booking stations at the major train stations (such as
Vienna and Graz). In this way the necessary know-how was gained for
the intended permanent implementation in 2014 and beyond.

Core findings: it was less difficult to identify commuters than it was
to find daytime users; while a flat rate for commuting trips was a suffi-
cient incentive for commuters, in order to ensure economic viability, ad-
ditional charges per kilometer need to be levied to cover the cost of
extra trips (e.g. at weekends).

The implicit offer of a secured parking lot at the train station is a core
incentive, particularly where the more centrally located train stations
are concerned. Two types of change in mobility behavior could be ob-
served. 1) A user group that previously had a mixed modal trip (car &
train), replaced their own (fossil fuel driven) car by the system's shared
electric vehicle. 2) A user group that had earlier driven the whole dis-
tance to work by car now shifted to a new split of public and private
transport. The incentives appeared to be financial in nature, as well as
a desire to shift to public transport (for the respective shares see below).

As a result of the test experience gained, possible market potential
was then assessed as follows. Out of 1131 railway stations in Austria
365 were identified as offering sufficient operation quality, and 200 of
these were identified as suitable for the eMORAIL system. The number
of commuters living within the designated 25-km corridor around the
365 railway stationswas identified at 457,334 (i.e. the relevantmarket).
The average potential for daytime userswas estimated at 3.5 per station.
The initial potential was thus put at 700 commuters (3.5 cars times 200
stations). Of these, about 20%would previously have commuted fully by
car, i.e. these represent new customers for the rail company. The aver-
age distance between commuter home and train station is 10 km, the
average distance of new rail customers from home to work is assumed
to be 45 km. Adding further assumptions on trip lengths (weekend
use is assumed to be 3 trips of 25 km on each of 47 weekends per
year; day users are assumed to use the cars on average five days a
week out of 52 weeks a year for 50 km a day), results in the following
modal substitution: the 700 electric vehicles of the new system and
the rail service replace 16.3 million car-kilometers previously driven
on a fossil fuel basis (of which 7.2 million had been driven by com-
muters, the rest by daytime users) 0.7 million electric car-kilometers
are newly induced.

3. Economic and Environmental Viability

Having quantified the initial potential of this commuter-adjusted car
sharing system, can we assess its economic viability? One way to ap-
proach this question is to assume that the newdaytimeusers arewilling
to bear the same level of cost for carmobility as they did previously. This
is irrespective of the fact that the car fleet is no longer their own prop-
erty, but is now offered as a service by another agent. By doing this
the operating costs and fleet maintenance costs for the daytime users
are covered. This means that we then only need to assess the costs for
commuters under the new (proposed) system and compare these to
those obtaining under the current system. This is what Table 1 reports
for the case of a system with 700 cars (this is what we identified as
the initial user potential). Costs of the new system include those relating
to the necessary booking system, overheads, higher acquisition costs for
electric vehicles, the new infrastructure of electric vehicle charging
stations and their operation. Estimating future costs is subject to a
large element of uncertainty. Assuming a car fleet of 700 cars and relat-
ed economies of scale in the production cost of charging stations, Table 1
indicates that total costs may be expected to be within the same range
that commuters, collectively, currently have to bear now. The particular
cost parameters reported in Table 1 indicate a slight cost decrease
upon introducing eMORAIL of some €20,000 for the overall system rel-
ative to current costs (this actually denotes an average level for a spec-
ified band-width of uncertainty). Economies of scale in the production
of electric vehicles are likely to be higher than those observable for
conventional cars, particularly with respect to battery costs. Thus,
using the current best guess of a 9% p.a. production cost decline for bat-
teries up to 2020, we then find that the eMORAIL system with 700 cars
leads to more significant cost savings of €170,000. This indicates that
costs of such a system are already comparable to the costs of mobility
modes presently employed, and in the future are likely to be significant-
ly lower.

We can extend the above analysis to assess the impact on the nation-
al economy. Bachner and Steininger (2014) set out a computable gener-
al equilibrium model focusing on the transport sector in some detail
(building on the model structure presented in Steininger et al., 2007),



Table 2
Emission of greenhouse gasses p.a. due to the introduction of eMORAIL at a scale of 700
electric vehicles, various evaluation methods, for 2013 and 2020.

Evaluation method Emissions [in t]
CO2e

2013 1) Operation only −1136
2) Life-cycle −667
3) Operation & PV −2544
4) Life-cycle & PV −2076

2020 1) Operation only −748
2) Life-cycle −375
3) Operation & PV −2157
4) Life-cycle & PV −1784
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and identify the following threemain impact channels and their macro-
economic implications: 1) savings gained are used for things other than
transport services. This raises overall welfare (overall consumption
expenditures are assumed to remain unchanged); 2) the additional
build up of infrastructure raises the domestic capital stock; 3) the previ-
ously unpaid commuter driving activity is now replaced by market-
traded labor in both the eMORAIL system and the rail system. The net
effect of all these and the implied changes in final and intermediate
demand structure result in a rise in value added (€1500 per car) and a
slight increase in employment (a plus of 7 employees for the overall
system).

By employing suitable emission coefficients (Wolkinger et al., 2012)
for the various car technologies and modes of electricity production we
can then draw a few conclusions concerning net environmental impli-
cations. Table 2 shows such an evaluation for greenhouse gas emissions,
and distinguishes between four evaluation methods in terms of opera-
tion versus life-cycle emissions, and whether carbon-free electricity
production is employed (photovoltaic (PV)) or not. As it is assumed
that in 2020 conventional cars will be less polluting than today's cars,
the expected emission reduction was adjusted accordingly.
4. Conclusions

We find the following on evaluating the respective costs, market po-
tential, and environmentalmerits of the commuter-adjusted car sharing
system. The ensuing overhead costs can be covered by the more effi-
cient use of the capital stock “car” as two previously separate users
now share one car. This means that the new overall mobility service is
not more expensive than the earlier system. This is true even though
an electric vehicle charging system has to be built up and financed.
The size of the potential market is likely to be of sufficient interest
for a national rail company operating in a country with a settlement
structure such as that which exists in Austria. The new system may
thus be capable of overcoming the commuter-participation limitation
mentioned in connection with traditional concepts of car sharing. One
remaining constraint seems to be the problems associated with the
identification of daytime users. This does not apply to commuters,
since an ample number are clearly interested in the new concept. The
initial potential for Austria is quantified at 700 cars, stationed at 200 rail-
way stations. Installed on such a scale, the effects on welfare, value
added and employment are all found to be positive. The impact on the
environment is determined by the prevailing share of electric vehicles
and the generation mix of electricity. In terms of greenhouse gasses,
the emission reduction per car employed in the system may amount
up to 3.5 t CO2e per year. This corresponds to more than one third of
the annual per capita emission in a country such as Austria.
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